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Professions Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers

1. Which profession does not involve cooking?

Cook

Pastry chef

Driver

2. Which specialty requires dexterity and a sense of balance?

Acrobat

Painter

Painter 

3. Which profession is associated with working with people?

Conductor

Milling clerk

Carpenter 

4. Which of the following professions requires a strong logical thinking?

Cook

Drawing teacher

Programmer

5. Which profession involves working with animals?

Historian

Milkmaid

Plumber 

6. Which of the following is not a doctor?

Cynologist

Urologist

Surgeon 
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7. For which profession is a good knowledge of biology important?

Artist

Archeologist

Doctor

8. Which profession involves the least risk to life?

Police officer

Fireman

Teacher

9. The main requirements that a future profession must meet are ...

Its interest for the person, good demand for it on the labor market, its correspondence to the person's
abilities
Its approval by parents and the possibility of earning a lot of money

Low risk to life, low demand in the labor market, jobs close to home.

10. A profession is an activity that requires ...

a large personal investment

the best grades at school

special training
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Professions Quiz for Kids: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Which profession does not involve cooking?
  Driver
  2. Which specialty requires dexterity and a sense of balance?
  Acrobat
  3. Which profession is associated with working with people?
  Conductor
  4. Which of the following professions requires a strong logical thinking?
  Programmer
  5. Which profession involves working with animals?
  Milkmaid
  6. Which of the following is not a doctor?
  Cynologist
  7. For which profession is a good knowledge of biology important?
  Doctor
  8. Which profession involves the least risk to life?
  Teacher
  9. The main requirements that a future profession must meet are ...
  Its interest for the person, good demand for it on the labor market, its correspondence to the person's
abilities
  10. A profession is an activity that requires ...
  special training
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